Panel discussion "TREND BUSINESS: BUY UKRAINIAN" at AGRO 2018
12.06.2018
During the large-scale exhibition AGRO-2018, the company "Egritech" held a unique panel
discussion "TREND BUSINESS: BUY UKRAINIAN" with politicians, heads of the Ministry
of Economic Development and Trade, the Ministry of Agrarian Policy and representatives of the
agrarian and machine-building business.

This is the case when everyone could come and get answers to questions about strategically
important laws for the country, the actions of the authorities and ways to develop the agricultural
market. We came to the conclusion that in Ukraine it is necessary:
1.Create jobs. You cannot let the best specialists go abroad and lose valuable cadres that can
really become a support for your country, and not a cheap labor for other countries!
2. Invest in own production assets, not in foreign products. It's wrong to think that the imported
product is better. We need to give an opportunity to develop local business, in particular, to
introduce support programs for Ukrainian producers. Therefore our state purchases should be
focused on localization of production in our country!
3. Our state budget can be independent of lending by other countries, we are able to feed
ourselves if we focus on our own production and on improving the situation of Ukrainian
business, which is the main taxpayer in the country.
Thank you for participating:
Galasyuk Viktor Valerievich, Chairman of the Verkhovna Rada Committee on Industrial Policy and
Entrepreneurship
Hirschfeld Aeoliy Moiseevich, Member of the Verkhovna Rada Committee on Industrial Policy and
Entrepreneurship
Melnik Petr Petrovich, Executive Director of Agricom Group
Alexander Chernykh, Director of the Industrial Policy Department of the Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade of Ukraine
Grinko Pavel Vasilievich, Deputy Director of the Department of Agriculture and Technical Policy
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Krivoy Alexander Konstantinovich, Head of the Department of Industrial Policy of the Ministry of
Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine
Averyanov Oleg Vyacheslavovich, Founder of the company "Egritech"
Stroganov Alexander Nikolaevich, Director of the Trading House "Egritech"

At the AGRO-2018 stand, Egritech presented its line under the slogan "Buy Ukrainian, Pay to
Ukrainians" in order to inform all domestic producers. The team of the Trade House insists that
the innovations of Ukrainian machine builders should be supported by the authorities and the
public. For its part, the company "Egritech" presented its developments in the form of bunkertransloaders and truck-grain trucks on the MAZ chassis. A special feature of the Egritech road
train is its lightweight construction, which was specially designed in accordance with the legal
standards for cargo transportation. That is, even with a full load, the total weight of the truck will
not exceed 40 tons. This satisfies the needs of the agrarians to transport as much as possible of
the crop, but at the same time not violating the law and not paying fines.
The development of the company in this direction was not ignored by the organizers of AGRO2018 and the team of the Trade House "Egritech" was awarded a gold medal "For innovations
in the production of lorry trains-grain trucks".
But the peculiarity of the bunker-transloaders presented during AGRO-2018 is that this
technique is capable of speeding up the harvesting process, keeping the soil fertile and bringing
twice as much profit to farms due to saving on combines and fuel. The company offers its
customers bunkers ranging from 16 to 40 m3, depending on their needs. Representatives of the
company help agrarians to choose the line of equipment they need and their volumes. Moreover,
experts of the Egritech Trading House to their customers' requests conduct demonstration
demonstrations and training in the field to show the effectiveness of each unit of technology, not
just in words.

On behalf of the management of our company, we thank everyone who visited our stand
during AGRO-2018 and took part in the action of domestic producers "Buy Ukrainian!"
Source: press release of Egritech
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